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Abstract—In software engineering, classification is a way to
find an organized structure of knowledge about objects. Classifi-
cation serves to investigate the relationship between the items to
be classified, and can be used to identify the current gaps in the
field. In many cases users are able to order and relate objects by
fitting them in a category. This paper presents initial work on a
taxonomy for classification of errors (bugs) related to concurrent
execution of application level software threads. By classifying
concurrency bugs based on their corresponding observable prop-
erties, this research aims to examine and structure the state of
the art in this field, as well as to provide practitioner support
for testing and debugging of concurrent software. We also show
how the proposed classification, and the different classes of bugs,
relates to the state of the art in the field by providing a mapping
of the classification to a number of recently published papers in
the software engineering field.

I. INTRODUCTION

Concurrent programming puts demands on software devel-

opment and testing. Concurrent software may exhibit prob-

lems, like deadlocks and race conditions, that may not occur in

sequential software. There are a variety of challenges related to

faults and errors in concurrent and multi-threaded application

[1], [2], [3]. So far, there has been some research on bugs

occurring in concurrent software (see e.g., [1], [2], [3]), but

the efforts have been partially scattered, and no common

terminology has been established. Since concurrent software

bugs are treated separately in different papers, to the best of

our knowledge this research is the first effort to provide a

bug classification as a basis for extracting and categorizing

the current knowledge in concurrent software bugs.

The purpose of the classification is to provide a common

terminology for distinguishing between different types and

classes of concurrency bugs. It will be useful in future research

to use the same name and label for a specific concept, thereby

facilitating communication among researchers and practition-

ers. Moreover, integrating and classifying concurrent software

bugs will be helpful in order to find the interaction between

separate elements and classes. The similarities and differences

become more apparent, allowing for identification of gaps in

the state of the art.

Another, more practical motivation for the classification

is for the purpose of supporting software practitioners in

finding the cause of different types of concurrency problems.

Due to repeatability issues caused by the non-determinism

inherent in most concurrent software, testing and debugging

of such software is challenging. There is no guarantee that a

repeated execution with the same input will yield the same

behavior over different runs of execution. By providing an

understanding the structure and distinguishing features of dif-

ferent concurrency bugs, a classification can provide benefits

for testers as well as designers and developers. Moreover, the

classification proposed in this paper is based on observable

static and dynamic properties of the concurrent software under

test. Thus, in case of erroneous program behavior, we seek a

way to support the deduction of the cause of this behavior

based on these observable properties.

A. Intended Practical Use of the Classification

Software testing plays an important role in the software

life cycle in order to produce high quality software with a

low maintenance cost. Considering a basic process model in

software testing like Fig. 1(a), bugs and defects are identified

during testing, and corrected during debugging. In other words,

the result of testing process will provide an indication of the

answer to the question: ”Do we have bug(s) in the software

under test?” In case indications of bugs are found, the common

phase after testing phase would be debugging, with the purpose

of identifying and removing the causes of the problems (i.e.,

the bugs).

Following debugging, regression testing is commonly done

to check if any new errors are introduced during debugging.

Fig. 1(a) summarizes this process.

The intention of this research is for it to be used to clarify

and simplify the explained process by guiding practitioners

in testing and debugging of concurrent software. As shown

in Fig. 1(b), a practitioner can check the properties of bug(s)

found and compare them with the properties given for each

class of the proposed classification. Thereby, he/she can figure

out the potential types of concurrency bugs that may have been

encountered (or at least reject some classes of bugs that could

not possibly have occurred).

Since finding the cause of bugs is essential in exploring

corrections and selecting the correct solution for fixing the

errors therefor this classification can be useful as a guide to

find real cause of errors and it can be helpful in understanding

the type of bug by offering more information.
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❝❍▲▼ ❬❨❩❲ ❍◆ t❉ t ♣◆❍❜❑▼❖ ▲▼❈▼❝❈t❜❑▼ ▲❏◆P♥◗ ▼①▼❝❏❈P❍♥ ❍◆ t❈ ◆❏♥

❈P❖▼ ❈●t❈ ❝t❏❉▼❉ ❈●▼ ♣◆❍◗◆t❖ ❈❍ ♣▼◆❙❍◆❖ P♥❝❍◆◆▼❝❈❑❘ ❬❴❩❱

❵ ❙tP❑❏◆▼ ✇P❑❑ ●t♣♣▼♥ ✇●▼♥ t ❉❘❉❈▼❖ ❍◆ ❝❍❖♣❍♥▼♥❈ ❝t♥♥❍❈

♣▼◆❙❍◆❖ P❈❉ ◆▼r❏P◆▼▲ ❙❏♥❝❈P❍♥❉ t❉ ▲▼❞♥▼▲ ❜❘ ❈●▼ ❉♣▼❝P❞▼▲

◆▼r❏P◆▼❖▼♥❈❉ ❬❢❩❱ ■♥ ❍❈●▼◆ ✇❍◆▲❉❲ P❙ t♥ ▼◆◆❍◆ ♣◆❍♣t◗t❈▼❉ P♥❈❍

❍❏❈♣❏❈ t♥▲ ❜▼❝❍❖▼❉ ✈P❉P❜❑▼ ▲❏◆P♥◗ ▼①▼❝❏❈P❍♥ P❈ ●t❉ ❝t❏❉▼▲ t

❙tP❑❏◆▼ ❬❨❩❱ ■♥ ❈●P❉ ◆▼❉▼t◆❝● ✇▼ ❏❉▼ ❈●▼ ❈▼◆❖ ❣✼✽ ❈❍ ◆▼❙▼◆ ❈❍

t♥ ❍❜❉▼◆✈t❜❑▼ ❖t❑❙❏♥❝❈P❍♥ P♥ ❈●▼ ❝❍♥❝❏◆◆▼♥❈ ♣◆❍◗◆t❖ ❏♥▲▼◆

❈▼❉❈❱ ❤●P❑▼ ❈●P❉ ❖t❘ ♥❍❈ ❜▼ ▼♥❈P◆▼❑❘ P♥ ❑P♥▼ ✇P❈● ❈●▼ t❜❍✈▼

❈▼◆❖P♥❍❑❍◗❘❲ P❈ P❉ ❝❍♥❉P❉❈▼♥❈ ✇P❈● ❈●▼ ❈▼◆❖P♥❍❑❍◗❘ ❏❉▼▲ P♥

◆▼❑t❈▼▲ ✇❍◆❧ ❍♥ ❝❍♥❝❏◆◆▼♥❝❘ ❜❏◗❉❱

■✐❱ ❥❦♠q✉②②③♠④ ❭❦⑤④⑥⑦②③ ⑧✉⑨⑩

■♥ ❍◆▲▼◆ ❈❍ t✈❍P▲ ❍❖P❉❉P❍♥ ❍❙ ◆▼❑▼✈t♥❈ ❜❏◗❉❲ ✇▼ ❝❍♥▲❏❝❈▼▲

t ❑P❈▼◆t❈❏◆▼ ◆▼✈P▼✇ ❈❍ P▲▼♥❈P❙❘ ❙t❏❑❈❉❲ ▼◆◆❍◆❉ t♥▲ ❜❏◗❉ ◆▼❑▼✈t♥❈

❈❍ ♣t◆t❑❑▼❑ t♥▲ ❝❍♥❝❏◆◆▼♥❈ t♣♣❑P❝t❈P❍♥ ❈▼❉❈P♥◗ t♥▲ ▲▼❜❏◗◗P♥◗❲

❈●t❈ ●t✈▼ ❜▼▼♥ ❝❍✈▼◆▼▲ P♥ ❈▼①❈❜❍❍❧❉ t♥▲ P♥ ❈●▼ ❉❝P▼♥❈P❞❝

❑P❈▼◆t❈❏◆▼ ❍✈▼◆ ❈●▼ ❑t❉❈ ❶❷ ❘▼t◆❉❱ ❸●▼ ❝❍❖❖❍♥ ♣◆❍♣▼◆❈P▼❉ ❍❙

❜❏◗❉ ♣◆▼❉▼♥❈▼▲ ❜▼❑❍✇ t◆▼ ♣◆P❖t◆P❑❘ ▼①❈◆t❝❈▼▲ ❙◆❍❖ ◆▼❙▼◆▼♥❝▼❉

❬❶❩❲ ❬❹❩❲ ❬❺❩❲ ❬❻❩❲ ❬❶❷❩❲ ❬❶❶❩❲ ❬❶❼❩❲ ❬❶❹❩❲ ❬❶❨❩❲ ❬❶❪❩❲ ❬❶❴❩❲ ❬❶❢❩❲

❬❶❺❩❱

❸●▼ ▼①♣❑t♥t❈P❍♥ ❍❙ ▼t❝● ❝❍♥❝❏◆◆▼♥❈ ❜❏◗ ✇P❈● ❈●▼P◆

❍❜❉▼◆✈t❜❑▼ ♣◆❍♣▼◆❈P▼❉ t◆▼ ❑P❉❈▼▲ t❉ ❙❍❑❑❍✇❉❽

❵ ❾❿➀❿ ➁❿➂➃ ❍❝❝❏◆❉ ✇●▼♥ t❈ ❑▼t❉❈ ❈✇❍ ❈●◆▼t▲❉ t❝❝▼❉❉ ❈●▼

❉t❖▼ ▲t❈t t♥▲ t❈ ❑▼t❉❈ ❍♥▼ ❍❙ ❈●▼❖ ✇◆P❈▼ ❈●▼ ▲t❈t ❬❻❩❱ ■❈

❍❝❝❏◆❉ ✇●▼♥ ❝❍♥❝❏◆◆▼♥❈ ❈●◆▼t▲❉ ♣▼◆❙❍◆❖ ❝❍♥➄P❝❈P♥◗ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉

❜❘ ❈◆❘P♥◗ ❈❍ ❏♣▲t❈▼ ❈●▼ ❉t❖▼ ❖▼❖❍◆❘ ❑❍❝t❈P❍♥ ❍◆ ❉●t◆▼▲

✈t◆Pt❜❑▼ ❬❶❩ ❬❶❷❩❱ ■❙ ❈●▼ ❖▼❖❍◆❘ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ❉t❈P❉❙❘ ❈●▼ ❙❍❏◆

❙❍❑❑❍✇P♥◗ ❝❍♥▲P❈P❍♥❉❲ t ▲t❈t ◆t❝▼ ❜❏◗ ●t❉ ●t♣♣▼♥▼▲❽ ➅❶➆ ❸●▼

t❝❝▼❉❉ ✇▼◆▼ ❙◆❍❖ ▲P❙❙▼◆▼♥❈ ❈●◆▼t▲❉❲ ➅❼➆ ❵❈ ❑▼t❉❈ ❍♥▼ ❍❙ ❈●▼

t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ✇t❉ t ➇❃❆❂❡ t❝❝▼❉❉❲ ➅❹➆ ❸●▼ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ✇▼◆▼ ❈t◆◗▼❈P♥◗

❈●▼ ❉t❖▼ ❖▼❖❍◆❘ ❑❍❝t❈P❍♥ t♥▲ ➅❨➆ ❸●▼ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ✇▼◆▼ ➈➉❸

♣◆❍❈▼❝❈▼▲ ❜❘ t ❉❘♥❝●◆❍♥P➊t❈P❍♥ ❖▼❝●t♥P❉❖ ▼❱◗❱ ❑❍❝❧❱ ❸●▼◆▼ t◆▼

●❍✇▼✈▼◆ t ❙▼✇ ❉❏❜❈❑▼ ❉❏❜❝t❈▼◗❍◆P▼❉ ❍❙ ▲t❈t ◆t❝▼❉❲ t❉ ▲▼❉❝◆P❜▼▲

❜▼❑❍✇❽

➋ ➌➃➍➎➁➏ ➐➑➂➎➑➒➐➒➀➃➑➂➏ P❉ ✇●▼♥ ▲P❙❙▼◆▼♥❈ ❈●◆▼t▲❉ ●t✈▼

P♥❝❍♥❉P❉❈▼♥❈ ✈P▼✇❉ ❍❙ ❉●t◆▼▲ ✈t◆Pt❜❑▼❉ ❬❹❩❱ ■♥ ❈●P❉ ❝t❉▼ ❈●▼

◆▼❉❏❑❈❉ ❍❙ t ✇◆P❈▼ ❍♣▼◆t❈P❍♥ ❜❘ ❍♥▼ ❈●◆▼t▲ t◆▼ ♥❍❈ ◗❏t◆t♥❯

❈▼▼▲ ❈❍ ❜▼ ✈P❉P❜❑▼ ❈❍ t ◆▼t▲ ❍♣▼◆t❈P❍♥ ❜❘ t♥❍❈●▼◆ ❈●◆▼t▲❱ ■❙

❈●▼ ❖▼❖❍◆❘ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ❉t❈P❉❙❘ ❈●▼ ❞✈▼ ❙❍❑❑❍✇P♥◗ ❝❍♥▲P❈P❍♥❉

❈●▼♥ t ❖▼❖❍◆❘ P♥❝❍♥❉P❉❈▼♥❝❘ ❜❏◗ ●t❉ ❍❝❝❏◆◆▼▲❽ ➅❶➆ ❸●▼

t❝❝▼❉❉ ✇▼◆▼ ❙◆❍❖ ▲P❙❙▼◆▼♥❈ ❈●◆▼t▲❉❲ ➅❼➆ ❸●▼ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ✇▼◆▼

◆▼❑t❈▼▲ ❈❍ ❈●▼ ❉t❖▼ ❖▼❖❍◆❘ ❑❍❝t❈P❍♥❲ ➅❹➆ ❸●▼ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉

✇▼◆▼ ➈➉❸ ♣◆❍❈▼❝❈▼▲ ❜❘ t ❉❘♥❝●◆❍♥P➊t❈P❍♥ ❖▼❝●t♥P❉❖ ▼❱◗❱

❑❍❝❧❲ ➅❨➆ ❸●▼◆▼ ✇▼◆▼ t❈ ❑▼t❉❈ ❈✇❍ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ❍♥▼ ❍❙ ❈●▼❖

✇t❉ ✇◆P❈▼ t♥▲ ❈●▼ ❍❈●▼◆ ✇t❉ ◆▼t▲ t♥▲ ➅❪➆ ❸●▼ ◆▼t▲ t❝❝▼❉❉

●t❉ ●t♣♣▼♥▼▲ ❈❍❍ ▼t◆❑❘❱

➋ ➓➁➐➀➃➔➓➁➐➀➃ ➁❿➂➃ P❉ t ▲t❈t ❝❍◆◆❏♣❈P❍♥ ❝t❏❉▼▲ ❜❘ t❝❯

❝▼❉❉P♥◗ t ❉●t◆▼▲ ✈t◆Pt❜❑▼ ✈Pt t❈ ❑▼t❉❈ ❈✇❍ ❈●◆▼t▲❉❲ ✇●P❝●

❍♥▼ ❍❙ ❈●▼❖ ❍✈▼◆✇◆P❈▼❉ ❈●▼ ▲t❈t ❜▼❙❍◆▼ t♥❘ ◆▼t▲❉❱ ■❙ ❈●▼

❖▼❖❍◆❘ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ❉t❈P❉❙❘ ❈●▼ ❞✈▼ ❙❍❑❑❍✇P♥◗ ❝❍♥▲P❈P❍♥❉

❈●▼♥ t ✇◆P❈▼❯✇◆P❈▼ ◆t❝▼ ❜❏◗ ●t❉ ❍❝❝❏◆◆▼▲❽ ➅❶➆ ❸●▼ t❝❝▼❉❉

✇▼◆▼ ❙◆❍❖ ▲P❙❙▼◆▼♥❈ ❈●◆▼t▲❉❲ ➅❼➆ ❸●▼ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ✇▼◆▼ ◆▼❑t❈▼▲

❈❍ ❈●▼ ❉t❖▼ ❖▼❖❍◆❘ ❑❍❝t❈P❍♥❲ ➅❹➆ ❸●▼ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ✇▼◆▼ ➈➉❸

♣◆❍❈▼❝❈▼▲ ❜❘ t ❉❘♥❝●◆❍♥P➊t❈P❍♥ ❖▼❝●t♥P❉❖ ▼❱◗❱ ❑❍❝❧❲ ➅❨➆

❸●▼◆▼ ✇▼◆▼ t❈ ❑▼t❉❈ ❈✇❍ ❤◆P❈▼ t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ t♥▲ ➅❪➆ ❸●▼ ❤◆P❈▼

t❝❝▼❉❉▼❉ ●t✈▼ ●t♣♣▼♥▼▲ ✇P❈●❍❏❈ t♥❘ →▼t▲ P♥❯❜▼❈✇▼▼♥❱

❾➃❿➣↔➎➂↕ P❉ ➙t ❝❍♥▲P❈P❍♥ P♥ t ❉❘❉❈▼❖ ✇●▼◆▼ t ♣◆❍❝▼❉❉ ❝t♥♥❍❈

♣◆❍❝▼▼▲ ❜▼❝t❏❉▼ P❈ ♥▼▼▲❉ ❈❍ ❍❜❈tP♥ t ◆▼❉❍❏◆❝▼ ●▼❑▲ ❜❘ t♥❍❈●▼◆

♣◆❍❝▼❉❉ ❜❏❈ P❈ P❈❉▼❑❙ P❉ ●❍❑▲P♥◗ t ◆▼❉❍❏◆❝▼ ❈●t❈ ❈●▼ ❍❈●▼◆ ♣◆❍❝▼❉❉

♥▼▼▲❉➛ ❬❶❶❩❱ ■❈ ❍❝❝❏◆❉ ✇●▼♥ ❈✇❍ ❍◆ ❖❍◆▼ ❈●◆▼t▲❉ t❈❈▼❖♣❈❉ ❈❍

t❝❝▼❉❉ ❉●t◆▼▲ ◆▼❉❍❏◆❝▼❉ ●▼❑▲ ❜❘ ❍❈●▼◆ ❈●◆▼t▲❉❲ t♥▲ ♥▼P❈●▼◆ P❉

✇P❑❑P♥◗ ❈❍ ◗P✈▼ ❈●▼❖ ❏♣ ❬❶❩ ❬❺❩❱ ❸●▼ ❝❍❖❖❍♥ ♣◆❍♣▼◆❈P▼❉ ❙❍◆

❈●P❉ ❈❘♣▼ ❍❙ ❜❏◗❉ t◆▼❽ ➅❶➆ ➈❍♥▼ ❍❙ ❈●▼ ❈●◆▼t▲❉ t◆▼ t❜❑▼ ❈❍

♣◆❍❝▼▼▲ t♥▲ ♣◆❍◗◆▼❉❉❲ ➅❼➆ ❵❑❑ ❈●◆▼t▲❉ P♥✈❍❑✈▼▲ ●❍❑▲ t ❑❍❝❧❲

➅❹➆ ❵❑❑ ❈●◆▼t▲❉ P♥✈❍❑✈▼▲ t◆▼ ✇tP❈P♥◗ ❙❍◆ t ❑❍❝❧ ●▼❑▲ ❜❘ t♥❍❈●▼◆

P♥✈❍❑✈▼▲ ❈●◆▼t▲ t♥▲ ➅❨➆ ❵❈ ❑▼t❉❈ ❍♥▼ ❈●◆▼t▲ P❉ P♥ ✇tP❈P♥◗ ❙❍◆

t♥ ❏♥t❝❝▼♣❈t❜❑❘ ❑❍♥◗ ❈P❖▼❱

➜➐➝➃↔➎➂↕ P❉ ➙t ❉P❈❏t❈P❍♥ ✇●▼◆▼ t ❈●◆▼t▲ P❉ ✇tP❈P♥◗ ❙❍◆ t

◆▼❉❍❏◆❝▼ ❈●t❈ ✇P❑❑ ♥▼✈▼◆ ❜▼❝❍❖▼ t✈tP❑t❜❑▼❱ ■❈ P❉ ❉P❖P❑t◆ ❈❍

▲▼t▲❑❍❝❧ ▼①❝▼♣❈ ❈●t❈ ❈●▼ ❉❈t❈▼ ❍❙ ❈●▼ ♣◆❍❝▼❉❉ P♥✈❍❑✈▼▲ P♥ ❈●▼

❑P✈▼❑❍❝❧ ❝❍♥❉❈t♥❈❑❘ ❝●t♥◗▼❉ ✇P❈● ◆▼◗t◆▲❉ ❈❍ ▼t❝● ❍❈●▼◆❲ ♥❍♥

♣◆❍◗◆▼❉❉P♥◗➛ ❬❶❼❩❱ ❸●▼ ❝❍❖❖❍♥ ♣◆❍♣▼◆❈P▼❉ ❙❍◆ ❈●P❉ ❈❘♣▼ ❍❙
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proceed and progress and (3) All threads involved have read

and written to a spinlock variable (i.e., a shared variable used

to enforce synchronization between threads).

Starvation is “a condition in which a process indefinitely

delayed because other processes are always given preference”

[13]. Starvation typically occurs when high priority threads

are monopolising the CPU resources. The common properties

for this type of bugs are: (1) At least one of the threads is

executing on one of the processor cores, (2) At least one of

the threads is in the Ready state, (3) The number of involved

threads is larger than the number of free core and (4) At least

one thread is in the ready queue for an unacceptably long time.

A Suspension-based locking or Blocking suspension oc-

curs when a calling thread waits for an unacceptably long time

in a queue to acquire a lock for accessing a shared resource

[14]. The common properties for this type of bugs are: (1) At

least one of the threads is executing on one of the processor

cores, (2) The number of requests to a specific resource is

larger than the number of available resources of that type, (3)

At least one of the threads has acquired a lock and (4) At least

one thread is in waiting for an unacceptably long time.

Order violation is defined as the violation of the desired

order between at least two memory accesses [15]. It occurs

when the expected order of interleavings does not appear [18].

If a program fails to enforce the programmer’s intended order

of execution then an order violation bug will happen [16]. If

the memory accesses satisfy the four following conditions then

an order violation bug has happened. (1) The access were from

different threads, (2) At least one of the accesses was Write,

(3) The accesses were related to the same memory location

and (4) A specific (desired) execution ordering between the

access was required.

Atomicity violation refers to the situation when the exe-

cution of two code blocks (sequences of statements) in one

thread is concurrently overlapping with the execution of one

or more code blocks of other threads in such a way that the

result is not consistent with any execution where the blocks

of the first thread are executed without being overlapping

with any other code block. Atomicity violation can be further

subcategorized into single variable atomicity violation and

multi-variable atomicity violation, where:

• Single variable atomicity violation is when there is

a sequence of concurrent memory access to a single

variable, yields different result from the state of sequen-

tial memory accesses [17]. If the memory accesses are

satisfied by the five following conditions then a single

variable atomicity violation bug has happened. (1) The

access were from different threads, (2) At least one of

the accesses was Write, (3) The accesses were related

to the same memory location, (4) An atomic execution

of statements was required and (5) The accesses targeted

only one memory location.

• Multi-variable atomicity violation occurs when multi-

ple variables are involved in an unserializable interleaving

pattern [17]. If the memory accesses are satisfied by

the four following conditions then a multi-variable atom-

icity violation bug has happened. (1) The access were

from different threads, (2) At least one of the accesses

was Write, (3) An atomic execution of statements was

required and (4) The accesses targeted more than one

memory locations.

V. A CLASSIFICATION FOR CONCURRENT SOFTWARE

BUGS

In order to propose this classification, we first gathered

the common system states and symptoms properties of bugs

based on a literature review. In the following lists, when we

refer to threads t, we are referring to the threads in the set

Tb ⊆ T , where Tb is the set of threads directly involved in the

bug. Similarly, when we refer to a shared resource r, we are

referring to a resource in the set Rb ⊆ R, where Rb is the set

of resources directly involved in the bug.

Further, our conceptual standing point is that we have iden-

tified a concurrency bug and based on observable properties

directly related to the bugs we want to uniquely classify it into

one the introduced classes.

We divide the observable properties in properties related to

the system state, and properties related to the symptoms of

the concurrent program under test. All properties used for the

classification are listed in the below subsections:

A. System State Properties

The below list collects the properties related to the system

state at the time of the bug. We refer to the thread execution

states (shown in Fig. 2) in the properties list to present the

state of threads when the bugs occur. Most of these properties

are related to operations of the operating system and they can

be observable by available data structure in operating system

kernel such as Thread Control Block (TCB) or using the

suitable method(s) in source code to observe these properties

during debugging or tracing the software code.

1) At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in the Waiting state.

2) At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in the Executing state.

3) At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in the Ready state.

4) All threads in Tb have read and written to a spinlock

variable (spinlock is “mutual execution mechanism in

which a process executes in an infinite loop waiting for

the value of lock variable to indicate availability” [13]).

5) All threads in Tb are waiting for a lock held by another

involved thread.

6) At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in the ready queue for an

unacceptably long time.

7) At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in Waiting state for an

unacceptably long time.

8) All threads in Tb are in Executing state.

B. Symptom Properties

The below list collects the properties related to the ob-

servable output at the time of the bug. Based on the bug’s

symptoms one may recognize the cause of the problem and

the nature of the bugs. The following list thus shows some of

the typical symptoms that can be used to categorize bugs.



1) No thread t ∈ Tb is able to proceed and progress.

2) The number of threads in Tb is larger than the number

of free processor cores.

3) There are incorrect or unexpected results.

4) The number of requests to a resource r is larger than

the number of available resources of that type.

5) All threads in Tb hold a lock.

6) At least one of the threads t ∈ Tb holds a lock.

7) Accesses to shared memory were made from different

threads in Tb.

8) At least one of the accesses to the shared memory was

a Write.

9) Accesses to shared memory were targeted the same

memory location.

10) Accesses to shared memory were NOT protected by a

synchronization mechanism.

11) Accesses to shared memory targeted just one memory

location.

12) Accesses to shared memory targeted more than one

memory locations.

13) There were at least two accesses to the same shared

memory location, a Write and a Read, where the Read

has happened too early.

14) There were at least two Write accesses to shared mem-

ory, and they occurred without any Read in-between.

15) There was at least one correct execution ordering be-

tween the accesses to shared memory which the program

failed to enforce.

16) An atomic execution of statements was required.

C. Combination of System State and Symptom Properties

Based on the above lists of observable properties, we have

derived a classification of concurrency bugs. The resulting

classification is shown in Table I.

As shown in the table, the first column illustrates the

observable properties while the first row displays the different

types of concurrency bugs. The mapping between bugs and ob-

servable properties should be interpreted as Bug → property .

Thus, an “X” in the column of bug B and the row of property

p would mean that if you have come across bug B, then you

would inevitably be able to observe property p. Note that the

opposite implication (i.e., property → Bug) does not hold.

Different execution scenarios cause different sub-types of

bugs. For instance, “Order violation 1” happens if threads

execute on multicore platform and there are enough free cores

for executing threads on each core, but the order of access to

shared memory between the threads is incorrect.

In “Order violation 2” the order of execution is not as same

as desired order because of reasons of a lock mechanism. The

locking patterns force at least one of the involved threads to

stay in Waiting state when the bug has happened.

Moreover, “Order violation 3” happens when the number of

involved threads is larger than the number of free cores, and

at least one thread was forced to stay in the Ready state.

“Single variable atomicity violation 1” happens when in-

volved threads execute in two separate cores but the blocks

intended to be atomic are not adequately protected. In this

case the last state of at least one involved thread was Waiting

when the bug occurred. “Single variable atomicity violation

2” happens when the number of involved threads is larger

than the number of free cores, and at least one thread is

forced to change from Waiting to Ready state. The difference

between “Multi-variable atomicity violation 1” and “Multi-

variable atomicity violation 2” is equivalent to the difference

between “Single variable atomicity violation 1” and “Single

variable atomicity violation 2”.

VI. MAPPING THE CLASSIFICATION TO THE STATE OF THE

ART

In order to evaluate how the proposed classification relates

to recent work in the field, we selected fifteen relevant papers

from the original literature review corpus of 282 articles

(retrieved as explained in Section II). For selection criteria,

we focused on papers published between 2005 to 2013 in the

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering (TSE) journal or

the proceedings of the International Conference on Software

Engineering (ICSE). These publication venues were chosen as

they are commonly viewed as the premier publication venues

in software engineering.

We then mapped each article onto our proposed concurrency

bug classification, based on the type of bug(s) focused on. As

can be seen from the resulting Table II, most recent work has

focused on data races and atomicity violations. Also, many

papers focus both on data races and atomicity violations.

However, contributions focusing on suspension, starvation and

deadlock are sparse, and livelock bugs are not regarded as an

open issue in development of concurrent software. This may

of course be due to the fact that management of these types of

bugs are considered to a resolved issue, but the question of to

what extent the managing techniques has spread to software

engineering professionals is still open. For example, in their

recent study on real-world bugs, Lu et al. [16] found that over

30% of the sample of bugs they studied were in fact deadlock

bugs.

It should also be noted that since papers [19], [20] and

[21] did not investigate any specific bugs and their topics

was mostly related on analyzing the system testing result,

establishing a framework for achieving good performance, and

testing strategy, they are not mapped to any particular bug type

in the classification.

Additionally, by mapping the result of an empirical

study [16] with our classification we found out all concurrent

bugs that they investigated in their study is mapped to our

classification.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we propose a bug classification for concurrent

and multithreaded applications. The classification has been de-

rived by first searching for relevant papers and extracting bug

information from them, making a list of bugs and determining

the observable properties for each bug, and then classifying
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At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in the Waiting state X X X X X

At least one thread t ∈ Tb is the Executing state X X X X X X X X X X X

At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in the Ready state X X X X

All threads in Tb have read and written to a spinlock
variable

X

All threads in Tb are waiting for a lock held by another
involved thread

X

At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in the ready queue for an
unacceptably long time

X

At least one thread t ∈ Tb is in Waiting state for an
unacceptably long time

X X

All threads in Tb are in Executing state X X X

No thread t ∈ Tb is able to proceed and progress X X

There are incorrect or unexpected results X X X X X X X X X

The number of threads in Tb is larger than the number
of free processor cores

X X X X

Potential request to a resource is larger than the number
of available resources of that type

X

All threads in Tb hold a lock X

At least one of the threads t ∈ Tb holds a lock X X X X X X X X

Accesses to shared memory were made from different
threads in Tb

X X X X X X X X X

At least one of the memory accesses was Write X X X X X X X X X

Accesses to shared memory were targeted the same
memory location

X X X X X X X X X

The memory accesses were NOT protected by a
synchronization mechanism

X X

Accesses to shared memory targeted just one memory
location

X X

Accesses to shared memory targeted more than one
memory locations

X X

There were at least two accesses to the same shared
memory location, a Write and a Read, where the Read
has happened too early

X

There were at least two Write accesses to shared
memory, and they occurred without any Read
in-between

X

There was at least one correct execution ordering
between the memory accesses which the program failed
to enforce

X X X

An atomic execution of statements was required X X X X

these bugs in a common structure using these observable

properties.

The grouping and classification of concurrency bugs pre-

sented in this paper is structured based on properties that are

commonly observable in concurrent systems. In its design,

it is intended to serve as an aid for software developers

during debugging and testing of concurrent applications. By

using the knowledge on the connection between bug types

and observable properties, the bug classification helps users

to make appropriate decisions when they encounter problems.

The classification may also serve as a structure in which the

current body of knowledge can be arranged, thereby allowing

for identification of gaps in this knowledge.

As for future work, we intend to elaborate this classification,

adding more rigour to the definitions of the different bug types.

Further, we seek to empirically investigate the occurrence and

frequency of concurrency bugs in real-world software, as well

as what is done to prevent and remedy such bugs.
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